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This bibliography on Affine Differential Geometry (ADG) continues the bibliography which ap- 
peared as appendix of 14 survey reports in “Recent Developments in Affine Differential Geometry” 
by H. Liu, M. Magid, C. Scharlach, and U. Simon (eds.) pp. 1-15 and pp. 393-408 in 
[Proc-VIII] F. Dillen, B. Komrakov, U. Simon, I. Van de Woestijne, and L.. Verstraelen (eds.), 
Geometry and topology of submanifolds VIII, Singapore, World Scientific, 1996. 
The following bibliography makes affine literature accessible, listing separately foregoing biblio- 
graphies, moreover monographs, collected works and finally selected papers, survey articles, pro- 
blem lists, and research contribution (mainly from 1994-1997). 
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